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We report on epitaxial growth and magnetic properties of Mn2.5Ga thin films, which were deposited
on Cr/MgO single crystal substrates by magnetron sputtering. X-ray diffraction results revealed the
epitaxial relationships as Mn2.5Ga�001��100� �Cr�001��110� �MgO�001��100�. The presence of
�002� and �011� superlattice peaks indicates that the films were crystallized into DO22 ordered
structures. The perpendicular magnetic anisotropy �PMA� properties were found to be related to the
extent of DO22 chemical ordering. A giant PMA �Ku

eff=1.2�107 erg /cm3� and low saturation
magnetization �Ms=250 emu /cm3� can be obtained for the film with highest chemical ordering
parameter �S=0.8�. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3108085�

Thin films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
�PMA� are one type materials featured with easy magnetiza-
tion axes perpendicular to the film surface. Since the discov-
ery of PMA property in a Gd–Co amorphous film,1 a variety
of PMA films have been developed to overcome the super-
paramagnetic limit and enhance the thermal stability of
ultrahigh-density magnetic storage devices.2–6 Recently, re-
search interest in applications of PMA films in the field of
spintronics has increased remarkably. Spin valves7–9 and
magnetic tunneling junctions10–13 with perpendicular aniso-
tropy have been demonstrated to allow the realization of
low-dimensional and highly reliable spintronic devices, e.g.,
spin-transfer switching magnetoresistive random access
memory. Also, several physical phenomena including effi-
cient electron spin injection into semiconductor from ferro-
magnetic contact in remanence14,15 enhanced output signals
in a spin-torque oscillator16 and giant spin Hall effects17 have
been observed in spintronic devices made of PMA films.

For applications in spintronic devices, materials possess-
ing large spin polarization �P� and low saturation magneti-
zation �Ms� are strongly desired.7,18 However, none of the
present used PMA materials can satisfy this requirement.
MnxGa �x=2–3� with DO22 crystal structure has the poten-
tial to possess such properties simultaneously according to
previous theoretical and experimental results for polycrystal-
line alloys.19–23 In this structure, an atomic layer of Mn and a
layer containing both Mn and Ga atoms are arranged peri-
odically along the c-axis �Figure. 1�a��. A potential high
PMA property has been proposed by approximating the M-H
curves of polycrystalline alloy.19 Classic neutron scattering
experiments showed that this material had a ferrimagnetic
structure and the magnetic moments of Mn atoms at sites I
and II �Fig. 1�a�� were 2.8�0.3�B and 1.6�0.2�B, respec-
tively. Consequently, a low Ms can be observed at room tem-
perature although the Curie temperature is higher than 770
K.20 The theoretically calculated spin polarization value as
high as 88% at the Fermi level originates from the strong

difference in conductivity for minority and majority
electrons,21 which is a typical feature in type-III half
metals.24 To better comprehend the intrinsic properties of this
material and realize its practical applications in spintronics,
epitaxial Mn2–3Ga single crystal films are preferable, al-
though they are still unavailable.

In this work, 100 nm thick Mn2.5Ga films were prepared
on Cr-buffered MgO �001� single crystal substrates by a
magnetron sputtering system with a base pressure of
10−6 Pa. Detailed experimental procedure for the epitaxial
Cr buffer layer can be found in the literature.25 For Mn2.5Ga
films, Ar pressure and sputtering power were set as 0.1 Pa
and 25 W, respectively. The substrate temperature �Ts� was
varied from 250 to 500 °C. After deposition, the films were
covered with a Ta layer of 2 nm for oxidation protection. The
composition of the films was determined by an inductively
coupled plasma mass spectrometer method. X-ray diffraction
�XRD� patterns were measured by a high-resolution x-ray
diffractometer �Bruker D8 Discover�. The magnetization
curves were measured at room temperature by a supercon-
ducting quantum interference device.

Figure 1�b� shows the XRD �-2� patterns of the
Mn2.5Ga films prepared at different Ts. In addition to peaks
from MgO and Cr, only Mn2.5Ga �002� and �004� peaks can
be observed, indicating that the Mn2.5Ga films were grown
with the tetragonal c axis along the normal direction. The
crystalline quality of the films was evaluated by full width at
half maximum �FWHM� value of the �004� peak �Fig. 1�c��.
With Ts increasing from 250 to 400 °C, the FWHM de-
creases from 0.70° to 0.42°, suggesting the crystalline quali-
ties of the Mn2.5Ga films be improved. However, the FWHM
increases suddenly to 0.70° again when Ts changes to
450 °C and �004� peak shifts toward high angle in �-2�
pattern. We speculated this deterioration of crystalline qual-
ity originated from the diffusion of Cr buffer into the
Mn2.5Ga films, although further study should be done to
clarify this speculation. Since the XRD patterns of the DO22
and L10 crystal structure are quite similar,19,23 it is impos-
sible to differentiate between them using only �-2� measure-a�Electronic mail: fengwu@wpi-aimr.tohoku.ac.jp.
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ments for our films. Hence, pole figure measurements
��-scan� were employed to confirm the crystal structure of
the Mn2.5Ga films. The presence of fourfold �011� peaks in
all Mn2.5Ga films clearly indicates that the films have crys-
tallized into the DO22 structure because the �011� peak is a
forbidden diffraction peak in the L10 crystal structure �Fig.
1�d��. To determine the epitaxial relationships between the
Mn2.5Ga films and Cr/MgO substrates, we measured the
�-scans of the MgO �022�, Cr �022�, and Mn2.5Ga �024�
peaks. A typical result for the film prepared at 400 °C is
displayed in Fig. 1�e�. The epitaxial relationship can be de-
termined as Mn2.5Ga�001��100� �Cr�001��110� �MgO�001�
��100�, which also existed in the films prepared at other
substrate temperatures. Lattice constants c and a for epitaxial
Mn2.5Ga films were plotted as a function of Ts in Fig. 1�f�.
The value of a is approximately equal to the bulk value while
the value of c was found to be almost constant in the tem-
perature region from 250 to 400 °C and smaller than the
corresponding value for polycrystalline alloy.22 Such devia-
tion implies that tensile strain exists in the Mn2.5Ga epitaxial

films because of lattice mismatch, which results from the
different lattice spacing in Mn2.5Ga �100� �3.909 Å� and Cr
�110� �2.036 Å�. When one lattice of Mn2.5Ga matches two
lattices of the Cr buffer, the lattice of Mn2.5Ga would con-
tract along the c axis.

The in-plane and out-of-plane M-H curves of the film
prepared at 400 °C are given in Fig. 2�a�. A well-squared
loop is observed for the out-of-plane M-H curve. However,
the in-plane M-H curve exhibits almost zero remnant mag-
netization and cannot be saturated even under a magnetic
field of 50 kOe. The results indicate that the easy axis of the
magnetization is perpendicular to film plane. Also, this fea-
ture holds for the films prepared at other temperatures. The
dependence of Ms on Ts for epitaxial Mn2.5Ga films is shown
in Fig. 2�b�, where the value of Ms was obtained from the
out-of-plane M-H curve. From 250 to 300 °C, a sharp in-
crease in Ms is observed. Further increase in Ts has a little
effect on Ms and Ms stays at a nearly invariant value of
250 emu /cm3, which is larger or smaller than the bulk
value.22,23 For polycrystalline alloys, the M-H curves cannot

FIG. 1. �Color� �a� Schematic illustration of DO22 te-
tragonal crystal structure. The arrows in the Mn sites
denote the direction of magnetization. �b� XRD �-2�
patterns and �c� FWHM of 004 peaks of films prepared
at different Ts. �d� Pole figures of the �011� peaks for
the Mn2.5Ga films prepared at different Ts. �e� Pole fig-
ures of the Mn2.5Ga /Cr /MgO heteroepitaxial structure
in which the Mn2.5Ga film was prepared at 400 °C. �f�
The relationships between lattice constants and Ts.

FIG. 2. �a� In-plane and out-of-plane M-H curves of the
epitaxial Mn2.5Ga film prepared at 400 °C. �b� Satura-
tion magnetization �Ms� of films prepared at different
Ts. �c� Dependence of effective anisotropic field �Hk

eff�
and anisotropic energy �Ku

eff� on Ts. �d� The chemical
ordering parameter �S� at different Ts.
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be saturated fully under a high magnetic field of 150 kOe,
thus, such a difference between our films and those of poly-
crystalline alloys is not unusual. As mentioned above, ob-
taining a PMA material with low Ms is crucial for applica-
tions in spintronic devices. In this respect, our films are
superior to the L10-ordered PMA films, like FePt �Refs. 4
and 9� and CoPt,13 and can be comparable with the well-
known ferrimagnetic PMA films, e.g., TbFeCo.10

To evaluate the PMA properties quantitatively, the effec-
tive magnetic anisotropy energy �Ku

eff� was estimated using
the relations Ku

eff=MsHk
eff /2. Here, the effective anisotropy

field �Hk
eff� was defined as the extrapolated intersection of the

in-plane M-H curve with the saturation magnetization value
of the out-of-plane M-H curve. Figure 2�c� displays Hk

eff and
Ku

eff versus Ts. With increasing Ts, both Hk
eff and Ku

eff increase
monotonically and reach maximum values at 400 °C and
then decrease with further increase in Ts. The highest Ku

eff

value �1.2�107 erg /cm3� is comparable to that of other
high PMA films, e.g., PtFe and CoFe.4,9,13 Considering that
the growth temperature of PMA films should be as low as
possible for practical applications in spintronic devices, the
epitaxial Mn2.5Ga film is very promising because high PMA
can be obtained at relative low growth temperature.

The degree of chemical ordering as a parameter reflect-
ing the probability of correct site occupation in the crystal
structure often has significant influence on the final PMA
property of the L10-ordered alloy film.4,13 We investigated
the degree of chemical ordering in the epitaxial Mn2.5Ga
films to understand why PMA properties are enhanced with
increasing Ts. In the DO22 structure with a chemical formula
of X3Y, the atom positions are �0,0,0� and �1/2,1/2,1/2� for Y
atoms, �1/2,1/2,0� and �0,0,1/2� for X�I� atoms, and �0,1/2,1/
4�, �1/2,0,1/4�, �0,1/2,3/4�, and �1/2,0,3/4� for X�II� atoms.
Reflection conditions for the DO22 structure permit only re-
fection from the �hkl�-plane with the relationship of h+k+ l
=2n �h, k, and l: Miller indices; n: integer�. Fundamental and
superlattice peaks can be determined from the structure fac-
tor F using a scattering factor for the atoms occupying each
of sites fY, fX�I�, and fX�II� as described below. When l is even
and h, k, and l /2 are all even or all odd, i.e., �004� and �024�,
the structural factor for the fundamental peaks is F=2�fX�I�
+2fX�II�+ fY� and the intensities of these peaks are indepen-
dent of the degree of order. On the other hand, when l is even
and h, k, and l /2 are mixtures of even and odd, i.e., �002�,
the structural factor for superlattice peaks is F=2�fX�I�+ fY

−2fX�II��, which is affected by the disorder between the Mn
and Mn–Ga planes. When l is odd, i.e., �011�, the structural
factor for another superlattice peaks is F=2�fX�I�− fY�, which
decreases only by the preferential disorder between Y and
X�I� atoms in the Mn–Ga planes. Based on the above
guidelines, the �011� and �024� peaks were chosen as the
superlattice and fundamental peak, respectively, to evaluate
the ordering parameter �S� using the equation of S
=��I011 / I024�meas / �I011 / I024�calc. Here, I011 and I024 are the in-
tegrated intensities of the �011� superlattice and �024� funda-
mental peak and �I011 / I024�meas and �I011 / I024�calc are the mea-
sured and calculated diffraction intensity ratios, respectively.
We took into account the Lorentz-polarization factor, tem-

perature factor, absorption factor, multiplicity factor, etc. in
the calculation of the ordering parameter S. As shown in Fig.
2�d�, the change tendency of chemical ordering parameter
�S� with Ts is nearly the same as that of Ku

eff versus Ts. Thus,
it can be considered that the enhancement of Ku

eff originates
primarily from the improved chemical ordering in the DO22

crystal structure.
In summary, we investigated the effects of substrate tem-

perature on structural and magnetic properties of epitaxial
Mn2.5Ga films. At optimum growth condition, the film exhib-
its giant PMA �Ku

eff=1.2�107 erg /cm3� and low saturation
magnetization �Ms=250 emu /cm3�. Further experiments are
being carried out to testify its high spin polarization.
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